
SENATE No. 5.

To the Honorable Senate and House of Representatives of the Con:
wealth of Massachusetts.

In making their annual report, the Cattle Commissioner!
have nothing specially new to communicate. No contagiou
disease with which we were not previously familiar ha
attacked our domestic animals, though in one case it ha
apparently so increased as to require our official action
The State has been entirely free from certain diseases which
in some former years have caused our people much alarm
and which have been suppressed at great expense. Gian
ders or farcy has always been here, and, so far as our obser
ration can determine, will always remain, because of the
importation of infected animals from other States. It
probable that our utmost efforts will only result in keeping
the disease in abeyance, and the great mass of our equine
stock free from its infection. During the yearwe have been
notified of about ninety suspected cases; some of ther
proved to be catarrh or caries, but most were certainly
glanders; about ten per cent, of these were killed by
the voluntary act of their owners, and the remainder by

rrder of the Commissioners. This is a larger number than
was destroyed by us the previous year, but is about tl
general average, and does not indicate a greater prevalent
of the trouble. Not only horses and mules, but men, are
susceptible to this contagion; and, so far as the medical
faculty know, a case of it was never cured, which fact

(Hommcmmcalti) of illassadjusette.
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should cause it to be greatly feared, and lead all persons,
whether owners of such stock or not, to heartily co-operate
with the authorities in discovering and suppressing it. We
find it in two forms, —acute and chronic ; the latter making
the work of the commission tedious, difficult and unsatis-
factory, for two reasons ; first, because the possible pres-
ence of catarrh or caries makes a diagnosis somewhat uncer-
tain, and a long isolation necessary, that development may
change doubt to certainty; second, because a class of quacks
claiming wonderful knowledge of diseases and medicines,
and who have need of the avails of practice, pretend to be
able to cure it permanently, and the owner of a valuable
horse, hoping that such is the fact, is willing to grant him a
trial, and earnestly pleads the stay of the law for that pur-
pose. We have good reason to believe there are in the
State well-educated veterinarians who are so unmindful of
their duty, of the law and its penalties, that cases of the
disease of which they become cognizant in the ordinary
course of practice are not reported to the proper law officers.

We are yet frequently notified of supposed cases of hog
cholera, a very few of which, however, are this disease.
These cases are generally where the food given the animals
is swill gathered in cities and large towns, against the use of
which swine breeders have been repeatedly warned ; in fact,
all the cases of this disease which have come to our notice
have been traced either directly or indirectly to the use of
this food. For this reason, more than two years ago we
issued a regulation to all our municipal officer’s, directing
them to visit and examine all reported cases, and, if satis-
fied that the disease was present, to separate the sick ani-
mals from the healthy, and to cause strict isolation of the
whole herd, to protect the public, and to take no further
action. That regulation has not been rescinded, and officers
should see that it is strictly enforced.

There has been no devastating or malignant contagiono o ~

among the neat stock of the State, or any general deteriora-
tion of its health or usefulness. Annually for several years
we have reported the existence of tuberculosis in the State,
of our action respecting it; and on more than one occasion
described in minute detail its lesions and general character-
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istics, have indicated its probable extent, and the direction
of its dangerous tendencies. Careful observation during the
last year fails to convince us that this disease is becoming
more prevalent; but the published experiments of sundry
investigators, the zeal of veterinarians for the public welfare
or their own personal interests, have pointed out the
methods by which it is propagated, and newspaper re-
porters have aroused public attention to the matter by
sensational or erroneous reports of a very few special cases.
The disease is and has been here ever since white men or
cattle occupied the land. At considerable intervals we find
it in single cases among large herds in all parts of the State ;

occasionally, under peculiar circumstances of hunger, expos-
ure and bad hygenic conditions, it is almost epidemic, and
the same has been true when the latter conditions have been
reversed. Though not unmindful of these facts, we see no
occasion for alarm, but only for well-directed vigilance.
We do not believe the pecuniary interests of our stock
growers or the public health of our people require the
application of the extreme provisions of the pleuro-pneu-
monia law to this disease ; and, further, if it was applied,
and millions of dollars expended in its execution, it would
be of no avail unless the State could be securely isolated
from all mankind, and all animals beyond its border.
Believing these statements to be facts, we have thought the
best course for us to pursue to curtail the prevalence of the
disease among cattle directly, and among humans indirectly,
was by inspection and elimination, it being the same we
have followed with the contagion of glanders. The question
of protecting the public health from the food products of
our herds which might possibly be infested by this disease,
is a different one from that of curtailing the spread of the
disease among cattle, and is within the province and line of
duty of the local boards of health of our cities and towns,
or of the inspectors of food and provisions which the towns
and cities may appoint.

Several attempts in this direction have been made by
boards of health during the year, but notably in Waltham
and Medford. In the former place information was received
by the board of health that on a certain farm producing
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market milk one animal had died and another was infected
with tuberculosis out of a herd of twelve, 't hinking it to
be their duty, they examined the premises and the herd,
found all the animals in good condition and in apparent
health, food good and abundant, and hygenic conditions
unexceptionable ; but, from the statement of a veterinarian
that one of the cows had a tuberculous development in her
udder, they ordered the isolation of the whole herd, forbade
the owner from selling his milk without an examination to
see if it was infected by the disease, and notifiedthe Cattle
Commissioners of a case of contagion requiring their atten-
tion. The Commissioners answered the call, and pursued
the course in relation to it, which is indicated above. After
causing the owner of the herd a great deal of annoyance,
injury to his business, pecuniary loss, and the removal of the
one suspected cow, all restraint was removed, the usual busi-
uiess of the farm was resumed, and the commissioners have
no knowledge that there has been any disease or suspicion
of it on the premises for the last eleven months.

By the radical action of the board of health, the peculiar
temperament and interests of the owner of the cattle, the
sensational and overdrawn statements of newspaper corre-
spondents and reporters, the Medford case was soon made
famous ; but, stripped of all extraneous matter and ill feel--
ing, it was, a very simple affair, and might have been easily
disposed of with very little notoriety. Succinctly stated, it
was as follows : Complaint was made to the board of health
of the filthy and unhealthy condition of a certain stable and
its surrounding grounds, and also of the herd of thirty four
cows kept therein, which Were making milk for market.
An examination by the board fully sustained the complaint.
They at once ordered isolation, and put the premises in
charge of a policeman, to prevent either cattle or milk from
being removed, and notified the Cattle Commissioners. Our
board answered the call, and made an examination of the
stock. We found the animals had been abundantly fed,
and most of them in good condition; a few new arrivals
were thin in flesh, and four or five might fairly be suspected
of infection with tuberculosis. The sanitary condition of
the establishment was so bad that it was just to call it a nui-
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sance. We pursued the same course as with the W altham
case, which we have previously indicated. If this establish-
ment was a nuisance, the board of health had power to

or removing it to a healthy
however: the business of the

abate it by cleaning it up
locality. It was not done,
owner was destroyed, restr
concern broken up, and sto<

lint was finally removed, the
k scattered by the act of the

owner, and our board have not learned that it proved a new
centre of tuberculous infection. The public discussion of
these and other kindred cases convinced the Commissioners,
that, notwithstanding our repeated publication of the char-
acteristics and the facts in relation to the disease, the public
were not fully informed respecting it, and boards of health
were not aware of the direction and limitation of their
powers and duties when taking control of a case. There-
fore its secretary, by direction of the board, prepared the
following circular, to which was appended ourregulation for
their guidance, and sent copies of the same to the proper
officers of our cities and towns. The information it con-
tained, had also a wide circulation by aid of the newspaper
press.

to Agricultural Industry andTuberculosis : its Relations
Health.Public

Office, Dedham, Mass., May 1, 1890ETAK

Tuberculosis is a word that is not found even in the latest
:1 Dictionary. The disease among
identical with that so long known

editions of Webster’s Unabridge
animals known by this name.is
as consumption in the human family ; but that it is a contagious
disease, which may be communicated from animals to man and

n generally suspected even by the
miparatively recent period ; and,

from man to animals, has not be
medical profession till within a <

ted, much further investi-now that its contagious nature is

,ctly how and to what extent it
circumstances and conditions,
ved that the milk from a tuber-

gation is needed to determine ex
jmmunicable under varyin

Until very recently it was not b li

the disease had extended tciv could be harmful, unle
the udder; but the experiments made during the past two years
under the auspices of the Massachusetts Society for Promoting
Agriculture, have shown that the gen
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times found in milk drawn from presumably healthy udders.
This renders the subject still more serious to consumers of milk.
There is now no question but that the flesh or milk of a tuber-
culous cow, if taken without thorough cooking, may carry the
disease to such as partake of it. The important questions are,
What are the chances? and What can be done to avoid or lesson
the danger?

The Cattle Commissioners during the past few years have
received numerous notifications of suspected tuberculosis, and
appeals for assistance in stamping out the disease from infected
herds or localities ; but thus far they have not seen their way clear

attle disease law was enacted for
out contagious pleuro-pneumonia

for very vigorous action. The
the special purpose of stamping
when it raged in MassachuS'
disease that can be eradicated

•tts thirty years ago. That is a
effectually only by the destruction

of all infected animals, and also all healthy ones that may have
been exposed to infection by coming within the presence of such
as are diseased. Under these circumstances, animals in perfect
health, to the value of many thousands of dollars, had to be killed
and sold for beef ; and, to partially indemnify cattle owners, it
became necessary, in executing the law, to cause an appraisement
of the animals, and the payment of their appraised value from the
public treasury. Subsequently the Cattle Commissioners were

given jurisdiction over cases of glanders in horses, and contagious
diseases in any other domesticated animals ; and for a number of
years horses condemned for glanders were appraised and paid for
at rates that not infrequently offered an inducement to horse
owners to apply to State authorities for a market for such worth-
less stock. Although a later act discontinued the appraisal of
glandered horses, the phraseology of the original statute was

retained till the general revision of the law in 1887, when the
Commissioners, if in their judgments the circumstances of the case
and the public good required it, were given power to cause to be
killed and buried any domestic animals which are infected with,
®r have been exposed to, a contagious disease ; and, if they are
satisfied that the disease has been contracted by intention or
through negligence of owners or persons in their employ, or by
feeding food liable to contain the germs of disease, it becomes the
duty of the Commissioners to destroy without an appraisal. Ex-
actly how the term “ negligence” would be construed, or whether
due care would mean the inspection by a competent veterinarian
of every animal purchased in the open market, are questions that
have not as yet been answered in our courts of justice.

But a careful study of the character of tuberculosis has con-
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vinced the Commissioners, intellig >nt veterinarians and cattle met
ie to be handled as contagionsgenerally, that this is not a disea:

pleuro-pneumonia must be. It is usually slow and uncertr
impossible to detect in itsits action, exceedingly difficult or

stages, and greatly modified in it
or otherwise, under which the infe

course by conditions, sanitary
:1 animals are kept

The aim and purpose of the original statute was to suppress
contagious pleuro-pneumouia, in the interest, primarily, of cattle
owners, rather than for the protection of the public from the dan-
ger of consuming poisonous animal products.

The control of tuberculous cattle and their food products, when
offered for public use, is as fully within the jurisdiction of boards
of health and food inspectors as of the Cattle Commissioners, sc

long as action is restricted to the protection of human health
though any attempt to effectually eradicate the disease from the
State might require the action c f both

Every wise person, before I nning any great work, will make
e of the magnitude of the under-lcaccurate an estimate as \

taking. The extent of the wor
territory of tuberculosis will apj
given the subject the least thou
like Massachusetts, where a larg

required to clear an infected
ar at least to those who have>1

,ht or consideration. In a State
1 proportion of the stock kept is
rs, there would be no end to theshipped in from beyond her bord

w Tork till the outside territory wa made free from the diseas
But there is another view of t

the most vigilant veterinarians
re subject, of which few even of
or medi n seem

ued so much as a glance : viz,, the danger to healthy an
association with consumptive members of the human

Dr. Daniel D. Lee, instructor of anatomy in the veterinary
iity, contributed to the March
iarative Medicine and Veterinary

ment of Harvard Univer
number of the “ Journal of Com
Archives ” a communication whicl
in a way that may well cause one
for a better understanding of the

lis side of the questior
to ask if the present need is no
nature of the disease by all win

produce or consume animal products, rather than for th
or shooting iron of the Cattle Commissioner. Under the tit
“The Present Attitude of Veterinarians on the Subject of Tub
culosis,” the doctor
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V
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If these views and suggestions of Dr. Lee are worthy of con-
sideration as a guide to action, it would be the height of absurdity
to attempt to rid the State of tuberculous animals by taxing the
people to pay for all that might be suspected of having the disease
or of having been in some way exposed to it. If the disease, even
now, were as prevalent as some have asserted, it would require
millions of dollars to begin an undertaking which could give no
promise of a satisfactory ending

The Commissioners believe that the magnitude of the evil and

the danger attending it cannot be too fully realized by cattle
owners or consumers of cattle products, nor can the truth be

mown too soon. Tuberculosis does exist to a greater or less
xtent among the cattle of the State, and has existed among cattle

herds for thousands of years. It can be kept in check or eradi-
ated only by understanding and observing the influences which

xistence. This work, to be suc-
by all. The Jews, who make the
duty, are nearly exempt from this
mghly cooked meats are approxi-

permit the continuance of it
cessful, should be entered upon
inspection of meats a religion
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i which there is a shadow of suspicion as to health and vigor of
constitution. Whether tuberculosis be directly hereditary, or not,

a weak constitution most surely is, and such animals have littl
power to resist diseases if in any way they are exposed to them.

Feed generously, but do not pamper, nor confine animals in too
close and ill-ventilated stables. The Commissioners find the most
disease where the stables are narrow and tightly boarded up in
front, so that the breath of any sick animal must be more Or lesi
mingled with that of all the others over and over again, with no
sufficient inflow of fresh outside air.

Keep a sharp lookout for the earliest signs of disease, and, if
possible, separate into a comfortable stall any animal that threaten
danger to the herd. If an occasional animal must be purchased
for breeding or other purposes, and its history is uncertain, keep
it apart till its character for health is reasonably assured.

Allow no consumptive persons to have the care of herds of
cattle, remembering that the expectorations from a diseased per-
son, falling upon the food of animals, may become a boomerang
that will hit back to the source from which it started

By observing these rules constantly, the danger to the live stock
interests of the State from contagious diseases will be reduced to
the minimum, while the demand for healthful animal products will
be greatly increased to the advantage of all

A. W. Cheever,
Secretary.

Boston, May 12, 1890.
To Boards of Health of Cities and Town

In accordance with the spirit and intent of the foregoing paper,
the undersigned issue the following regulation : In all cases of sus-
pected tuberculosis among cattle coming to your notice, you will
hereafter instruct owners to cause the separation of their suspected
animals from the remainder of the
and allow the unsuspected animal
as if no disease had been present.

herd, and cause their isolation,
to be managed iu all respects

Levi Stockbkidge,
A. W. Cheever,

O. B. Hadwen,

Cattle Commissioners of Massachusetts
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It can but be noticed that the powers and duties of boards
of health under existing law, and the requirements of our
regulations, extend only to the control of the cattle supposed
to be infected, and the abatement of a nuisance similar to
the one mentioned at Medford. The sale of the milk and
meat of such a herd is controlled by the provisions of chapter
58 of the Public Statutes, which, however, is not in force
uidess the city council or the inhabitants of the town vote to
adopt the same. Most of our cities have complied with this
requirement, but few, if any, of our towns. We therefore
recommend that the following article be inserted in all the
town warrants, to be acted on at their next town-meeting,
viz. : To see if the town will vote to adopt the provisions of
chapter 58 of the Public Statutes, enabling the selectmen to
appoint an inspector of provisions and of animals intended
for slaughter. This article being adopted, and an inspector
appointed, legal control of the cattle and of the meat and
milk will be secured, the former by the board of health, and
the latter by the inspector; and the Commissioners will
give active assistance to each of these classes of officers.

Early in December we received the following communica-•J O

tion from Dr. Durgin, chairman of the Board of Health of
Boston, transmitting a letter from Dr. Lyman, dean and
professor of the Veterinary School of Harvard University,
as follows :

Board or Health, 12 Beacon Street, Boston, Dec. 1, 1890.
To the Honorable Cattle Commissioners.

Gentlemen : We have to-day received a letter from Dr
Lyman, dean and professor of the Harvard Veterinary School, upon
the subject of increasing rabies among dogs, a copy of which we

herewith enclose. Dr. Lyman is qualified to speak with authority
upon this subject, and his letter is entitled to our serious attention
The order of the Honorable Cattle Commissioners, issued in Feb-
ruary, 1888, requires the local boards of health, when notified of
the existence of any contagious disease among domestic animals
to cause such animals to be securely isolated, and held till released
by order of the Commissioners. With most of the diseases amo:
domestic animals the execution of these orders would be sufficient
but with rabies we have a disease running so short a course, and
attended by such serious consequences before the animal can be
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restrained, that it would seem wise, if possible, to secure some
previous action by which the liability to cases of rabies may be
lessened, and their existence more readily detected. We are not
quite certain that the desired action comes within the authority of
the Cattle Commissioners ; but whatever can be done should be
done throughout the State, and, if not ordered, at least recom-
mended, by the Commissioners.

If agreeable, this Board would respectfully request a conferenc
at such time and place as maybe determined by your Board.

The Board of Health,

Samuel H. Durgin,

Chairman

Veterinary Department, Harvard University,

50 Village Street, Boston, Dec. 1, 1890.
Dr. S. 11. Durgin, Board of Health, City of Boston

Dear.Sir: —There is no doubt whatever that rabies has been
existing in this community certainly since some time in February,
1888. During the whole of this period a large number of dogs
have been brought to the veterinary hospital, that we have looked
upon as showing the symptoms of rabies, and that have diedrabid.
The assertion that the dogs have died rabid is not made here upon
the foundation of the symptoms shown and results of post-mortem
examinations alone, but upon the additional fact that, in a number
of the instances, carefully and thoroughly conducted laboratory
work has proved its existence without doubt.

In connection with the existence of rabies among the dogs, and
to some extent the other animals, there have been every now and
then distressing occurrences among the people, coming from the
bites of rabid animals, and ending too often in the death of the
victim, accompanied always by a long-continued agonizing fear
in the minds of the bitten ones and their families.

It seems to me that it is time that some properly organized effort
to end this epizootic should be made. There is no doubt that the
means of spread is very largely to be found in the existence with
us of a class of semi-ownerless animals ; for, if a dog that has
rabies has also the interest and kindly care of his owner, he is
seen to be ill before the dangerous period arrives, and so the
chances of his being allowed to run “a muck” are reduced to
almost nothing.

Perfect control of the spread of rabies is to be attained in our
community only as a result of well-organized and carefully main-
tained State action. This action should take the form of com-
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ilsory registration of all dogs, and the merciful destru
fter due care, of all dogs that remain unregistered. The props

in the streets would be an acldi-
my opinion, unnecessary, if my

muzzling of all dogs that go up<
tional safeguard, but still is, in
first recommendation is properly arried out

a most perfect law for compel-
and the dog tax could be made

We already have in this State
ling the registration of animals ; !

available for paying the expensi
animals, supporting them for a p
troying those that remain unclaim
Cattle Commissioners an organize

s of catching the unregistered
oper time, and mercifully des-
?d. We have also in the State
3 body whose function it is tc
agious disease among animals.administer the laws regarding con

No more distressing contagious e if animals exists tl
lies : why should not the Board act in this matter

Yours very truly,

Charles P. By.max

Though rabies has been a well-known contagious diseaseo a-

from time immemorial, and its occurrence in this State has
not been unknown, yet, from the roving, homeless, friend-
less character of the animal usually infected with and prop-
agating it, until the present year we have never been
notified-of, and called by municipal officers to guard against,
its spread. Five times since our last report was made we
have been called to duty in this direction. These facts, and
the above communication, caused us to fear that this most
dreadful of all contagions is becoming more prevalent in
the State ; and by appointment we met the Board of Health
f'Boston for an examination and discussion of the whol
xbject, and, if possible, to determine in what line of effort

we might hope to be most successful in diminishing its
frequency. This conference led the Commissioners to believe
that the public welfare required that an effort should be
made to restrict the movement of ownerless, neglected oi

cious dogs. We tin •efore printed on one sheet, and
ealth, all the regulations we had
guidance in attempts to control
igious disease, with an additional

sent to all our boaxxls of he
previously issued for their
animals infected with conta;
one, that the first four of tl
to dogs. These regulations

ries must be made to apply
inserted below.
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State Cattle Commission
Secretary’s Office, Dedham, Mass., Jan. 3, 18£

To Boards of Health of Cities and Towns and Citizens of the C
ih

The Cattle Commissioners of Massachusetts, in conformity to
the requirements of the Public Statutes, hereby make and publish
the following rules and regulations for the .suppression of con-
tagious diseases among domestic animal

Rule 1. Whoever has knowledge of, or has good reason to
uspect the existence of, a contagious disease among any specie
}f domestic animals in this State, whether such knowledge or sus-
picion is obtained by personal examination or otherwise, shall
forthwith give notice thereof to the board of health of the city or
of the town where such diseased or suspected animals are kept.

Rule 2. The board of health of a city or of a town, having
received notice of a suspected case of contagious disease among
any of the domestic animals in their city or town, shall forthwith
make an examination thereof personally, or by a competent person
appointed by them for that purpose; and, if satisfied there ar
good reasons for believing that contagion is present, shall caus
the suspected animals to be securely held by the owners or other
reliable person, and shall immediately inform the Cattle Commis-
sioner

Role 3. An order, written or verbal, to securely hold such
uspected animals in isolation, shall be binding, whether given by

a member of the board of health of the city or town, an author-
ized agent of such board, or by a single member of the Cattle
Commission.

Rule 4. Persons having the care or custody of suspected ani
mals, whether such animals are their own property or otherwise
and having received an order for their isolation, shall neither sell
swap, trade, give or in any way 7
or work or move or allow them
of isolation, nor allow other
come in contact with them, till
Commissioners.

dispose of such animals, nor drive
to be moved away from the place
animals not already exposed to
permitted so to do by the Cattle

Pleuko-Pneumoxia. Hog Cholera

Rule 5. In cases of suspected contagious pleuro-pneumonia
among cattle, or swine-plague or cholera among swine, the entire
herd must be secured against communication with other animals of
the same species that have not been exposed to the suspected ani-
mals ; and owners of other herds which may 7 have been exposed
and afterwards moved should be immediately notified and warned
of the existing danger.
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Glanders

Rule 6. Horses or mules suspected of having the disease
known as glanders or farcy may only remain in the custody of
their owners, and in the stalls or on the premises previously occu-
pied by them, when, in the judgment of boards of health, such
owners can be relied on with confidence, and when such stalls or
premises are deemed suitable places for holding such diseased or
suspected animals till taken in charge by the Cattle Commissioners.

Rabies or Hydrophobia

Rabies or hydrophobia in dogs is evidently increasing in th
community, particularly in thickly populated sections. Scientifl
investigation has removed much of the superstition formerly pre

It is now generally accepted by
a specific, contagious disease, due
item of the bacterial rabies germ
om the malady, and that its spread
in the heavens or by “ dog-daj’S ”

>f infected dogs or other animals,
cold weather as in the heat of

valent regarding this disease,
the well informed that rabies is a
to the introduction into the sj's
from another animal suffering fro
is in no way influenced by stars i
weather, but is due to the bite o
and which are as dangerous in
midsummer. Municipal regulatl
of animals should, therefore, be
than at another.

ins for the restraint of this class
no less operative at one season

ref ore, do hereby make and pub-
ules 1,2, 3 and 4 in this circular

The Cattle Commissioners, the
lish the following order, viz. : B
shall include dogs, and board;
said rules, and take the same

f health shall observe and publish
urse for the suppression of rabies

ler contagious diseases among
all suspected dogs to be at once
istraint till destroyed or released

the su[

domestic animals, and shall car
quarantined or securely held in
jy order of the Cattle Comm ler

Tuberculc Consumption.

During the past few ye vidence has been accumulating
the belief that consumption is awhich increases and strengthen;

contagious disease common to both man and animals,-.and that its
, to a greater or less extent, due
f tuberculous cattle. With the
following the improvements in

prevalence in the human family i
to the use of the milk or flesh
unprecedented growth of cities nts in

steam transportation, the milk and meats consumed by the
of the people must necessarily be produced so far from t
of consumers as to give them no opportunity for personal inspe
tion, or of knowing under what conditions these indispensal
animal products may have been produced.
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c

Under such conditions it is not a matter of surprise that intelli-
;ent city residents should demand that some safeguard be thrownat some safeguard be thrown

around their food supply, and especially that some guarantee be
ven that the milk that they buy their children shall not be loaded

with the germs of some fatal disea
ion of contagious diseases
ecial purpose of stamping

The original statute for the supf
among animals was enacted for th
ant contagious pleuro-pneumonia among cattle, a disease that
ran only be effectually exterminated by killing not only all

may have been exposed to the
stice, when the latter class were
ould be paid for by the public at

diseased animals, but also all that
disease ; and it was but simple .I 1'

seized for destruction, that they sh
a fair rate.

3, cholera in swine and scab in
all exposed animals ; and, as no

Diseases like glanders in horse:
sheep do not call for the killing of
animal suffering from a loathsome disease is saleable for human
food, it is obviously unwise and unjust to require the public to bear
a loss for which individuals may be chiefly or wholly responsible.
Tuberculosis in cattle, like glanders in horses, is a disease to be
treated by the “ weeding-outprocess; and, the sooner a sus-
pected animal is removed from its fellows, the better for all
concerned.

Kolb 7. In accordance with the spirit and intent of the fore-
going-, in all cases of suspected tuberculosis among cattle, coming
to your notice, you will hereafter instruct owners to cause the
separation of their suspected animals from the remainder of the
herd, and cause their isolation, and allow the unsuspected animals
to be managed in all respects as if no disease had been present.

The intent of the statute under which the Cattle Commission
was created was the suppression of contagious diseases in the
interest of animal owners, rather than the protection of consumers
against the use of unwholesome animal products. Chapter 58 of
the Public Statutes provides specially for the appointment by the
selectmen of towns and mayor and aldermen of cities of inspectors
of provisions; but such inspectors cannot be legally appointed
until the town or city accepts the provisions of said chapter.

An inspector of provisions has the power to enter any build-
ing or premises for the examination of all kinds of food offered
or kept for sale ; and, with the increasing interest and anxiety
felt by the public as to the wholesomeness of the milk, meat and
other foods purchased in open markets, the Cattle Commissioners
feel justified in urgently calling the attention of boards of health to
the matter, and requesting them if it has not already been done

hat there is an article inserted in the'warrant for the next
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town meeting, under which action can be taken that will enable t
selectmen of all the towns in the Commonwealth to appoin

itatutes provides. The Cattlinspectors of provisions as the
■operate with towns and citiesCommissioners will cheerfull

irtail the sale of miin any reasonable attempt to sup
ins; infected with tuberculcor meat from cattle suspected of

but they believe that the appointment of an inspector, either a
member of the local board of health or some other suitable person,
is the first necessary step to be taken in each city or town.

Regulations.Publishing

State from the loathsome and fatal
from diseased horses carelessly or

The death of citizens of this
disease of glanders contracted

1

ignorantly handled or treated, or surreptitiously removed fron
isolation : the too general negligence of animal owners, veterina
fans and others in giving notice of the suspected existence of
contagious diseases ; and the lax or indifferent action of municipal
ifflcers in taking possession or control of animals within their

jurisdiction suspected of being infected with contagion, ma
it imperative that we call the attention of all good citizens to tl:
statutes provided for the suppression of contagion among domestic
animals, and that boards of health in each of the cities and town
of the Commonwealth publish and place upon their records such
regulations concerning the treatment of suspected cases of con

agion among domestic animals as will enable the proper autho
ties to subject offenders to legal prosecution.it

Penalties

The statutes provide that any rson who fails to comply wit
rlation made or order by the Cattle Commissioners (

of their duty, is punishable t
:l

in tue ciisch

fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonmen
:ceeding one year ; and any city or town whose officers r

aptervision

Acts of 1887, relating to the pub

of suspected animals, and th arrying int

iners shall forfeit a sum not exrders from the Cattle Commiss
eeding five hundred dollars for h day’s neglect

Levi Stockbridge,
A. W. CIIEEVER,
0. 15. Hadwen,

Cattle Commissioners of Massnc.hu
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From time to time for more than twenty years laws have
been placed on our statute books with the intent of suppress-
ing dogs in the interest of sheep husbandry; but they have
accomplished little in the line of their intention. A licensed,
collared dog, but unrestrained and roving at will, is a
deadly enemy to our flocks, whether in fold or pasture, and
is no less so to the human family, if infected with rabies.
That danger can be abated in but one way; which is, to
confine the animal on the premises of its owner, or, when
moving abroad, to compel the owner to keep it constantly under
his control and surveillance; and, if it escapes therefrom and
is running at large, to make it a subject for seizure and con-
finement by legalized officers. We recommend such an
enactment, believing that it would serve to protect our
people and animals from a dread disease, as well as our
flocks from their destructive attacks.

LEVI STOCKBRIDGI
A. W. CHEEVER,
O. B. HADWEN,

Cattle Commissioner
Boston, Jan. 8, 1891.






